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Whether a business keeps data in its immediate possession
or transfers it to “the cloud”, the threat of hacking is ever-present.
Even in the absence of a hacking incident, improper disclosures of
sensitive business data are common.
In one recent example, Major League Baseball went to court
to gain information from an off-shore insurance company to learn
how non-public financial information captured electronically
for several baseball teams made its way onto the Internet.
It’s a sobering example of how much information is captured
electronically and just how easily
that information can be made public,
even without the involvement of a
computer hacker.
To manage such risks,
businesses of all sizes should take
the following steps. First, make sure
that your computer infrastructure
maintains up-to-date security to guard
against hackers, malware and viruses.
Second, document your efforts to

protect the business’s data. Regulators and insurance companies
will often seize upon accusations that a business used obsolete or
ineffectual security measures to seek damages, impose penalties
or deny coverage.
If your business entrusts data management or hosting to
another company, e.g., via cloud computing, disclose this fact to
your customers, partners, suppliers and others who may transmit
or share data. While such disclosures may not be mandatory,
they can go a long way toward nullifying certain accusations
by third parties. Also, undertake (and
document) due diligence measures regarding
the security employed by the data hosting or
data management provider.
If you employ cloud computing firms,
establish contractual agreements expressly
setting forth the level of indemnity and “hold
harmless” protection that the cloud company
will provide should the entrusted data be
hacked. Insist also on representations and
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warranties regarding the level of security employed by the
cloud firm to protect entrusted data against hacking.
Businesses handling sensitive electronic data should
establish internal protocols determining the classification of
certain categories of information and restricting internal access
in accordance with the data’s sensitivity rating. Simply put,
not everyone needs unfettered access to all company files.
Similarly, establish protocols to govern use of data from remote
locations. Also, set forth guidelines about how employees
should use -- and safeguard -- portable and mobile devices,
including rules for what may be downloaded or otherwise taken
off site.
Include insurance coverage and indemnity rights as
part of your core risk management strategy. Given the near
inevitability that a business at some point will suffer a data
breach, insurance and indemnity rights may soften the blow
and help defray the costs. There are many insurance coverage
products that promise protection for Internet perils and other
related computer losses, including virus and hacker claims.
These products are often complicated and vague, so take care in
selecting the most suitable protection available.
Preparing for data breaches before they occur is key to
any hospitality and gaming company. It’s perilous to try to
figure these issues out when the genie has already escaped the
bottle. Advance planning will ease the burden of a data security
event -- at which point the business will already be complying

with state notice laws and addressing lawsuits and possibly
inquiries from FTC regulators and state attorney generals.
Joshua Gold is a shareholder at the law firm of Anderson
Kill & Olick, P.C. Mr. Gold regularly represents policyholders,
including gaming and hospitality businesses, software companies,
financial institutions, and retailers in insurance coverage matters
and disputes concerning liability, arbitration, time element
insurance, electronic data and other property-casualty insurance
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com or (212) 278-1866.
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Expand your
market insight

Segmentation

If you participate in the STAR program, you
already recognize the value of the performance
benchmarking data provided by STR. But, you
may not be aware of these great extras available
for your Monthly and/or Weekly STAR Reports.

Additional competitive sets

Segmentation analysis can be added to your reports and
will break down your performance by source of business
(transient, group, contract) and source of revenue (room,
food & beverage, other). Segmentation is provided as a
complimentary add-on to your STAR Report.

Additional competitive sets work just like your first one.
Choose a group of four or more competitor hotels for each
set, and the data for all of your competitive sets is delivered
to you in your STAR Report. Additional competitive sets are
available for a small fee.
And, if you’re not already participating in our STAR program,
your membership in in the New York State Hospitality &
Tourism Association provides you with a great incentive to
sign up: 30% off your first year of STAR Reports.

Contact us today to learn more.
(615) 824-8664 ext 3504
ideas@str.com • www.str.com
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